Theories of induction propose that the brightness of a test patch within a complex surround is explained by local contrast or by integrating contrasts from various regions within the surround, weighted inversely with the distance from the test. Results here corroborate that brightness induction from a patterned background depends on both contiguous and non-contiguous surrounding light, but the measurements were inconsistent with any linear integration of contrast at edges within the scene. In some conditions, assimilation rather than contrast to contiguous surrounding light was observed, depending on the luminance of the light in noncontiguous regions. This finding implies that brightness induction from patterned backgrounds depends on neural processes that can cause contrast and/or assimilation, depending on the luminance relation between contiguous and non-contiguous regions. A model in the literature postulating that the influence of a non-contiguous edge is regulated by the amount of contrast at the contiguous edge can accommodate brightness induced by these patterned backgrounds.
Introduction
Brightness induction is the change in brightness of an object caused by other light also in view. Brightness contrast and brightness assimilation are two types of brightness induction. The former describes a shift in brightness away from the appearance of nearby light, and the latter describes a shift toward the appearance of nearby light. Wallach's (1948) ratio rule attempts to explain perceived brightness by a neural mechanism that encodes the physical contrast at the edge between the target and its contiguous surround. The ratio rule holds that the brightnesses of two objects at different physical light levels appear the same when the luminance ratio between each object and its surround is equal. Brightness induction from non-uniform backgrounds, however, cannot be explained by physical contrast between the target and the contiguous surround. This implies that additional neural processes affect the brightness of an object seen in a non-uniform context. Fig. 1 shows an example of the breakdown of Wallach's ratio rule with backgrounds that include a third region not adjacent to the central test (Shapley & Reid, 1985) . In this figure, two physically identical disks are surrounded by physically identical annuli. The central disks appear different because of the context surrounding the annuli. This cannot be explained by a cascade of brightness contrast from the remote background to annulus and then from the annulus to disk because the disk surrounded by the darker appearing annulus looks darker than the disk surrounded by the brighter appearing annulus.
Changes in the brightness of a target with the luminance of the non-contiguous background is a context effect. Shapley and Reid (1985) proposed that the brightness of the target was determined by a neural process that integrates the contrast information originating at edges within a visual scene. The relative strength of this context effect was estimated to be less than half of that from the contrast between the test and its contiguous surround. Reid and Shapley (1988) showed also that the context effect decreased as a function of distance between the target and the noncontiguous luminance edge. They did not, however, consider how the luminance of the test's contiguous surround affects their finding. Instead, they assumed that the brightness of the target was mainly determined by contrast between the target and the contiguous surround. Under this assumption, they proposed an ''additive'' contrast model in which contrast information from each luminance edge in a visual scene was combined to determine brightness
where B T represents the brightness of the target, C T represents the local contrast between the target and its contiguous surround, and C S T represents the local contrast between the contiguous surround and its surround. The parameter a is a weighting factor, which depends on the distance between the target and the remote contrast edge (0 < a < 1). The proportionality relation allows for the difference in units for brightness and contrast. The neural level of processes that mediate brightness induction was investigated by Shevell, Holliday, and Whittle (1992) , who used a fused percept that resulted from a dichoptic display. The luminance of the immediate surround and of the more remote context could be unequal in each eye but the fused percept had a uniform immediate surround and remote field. They found that brightness induction from the contiguous surround was mediated at a monocular (putatively retinal) level but that brightness shifts caused by more remote light depended on a central mechanism after binocular fusion. They did not explicitly specify the direction of brightness induction but the appearance shift caused by varying the level of inducing light, whether in the immediate surround or in the remote region, was always consistent with brightness contrast.
The models proposed by Reid and Shapley (1988) and Shevell et al. (1992) state that the brightness of a target within an inhomogeneous background is determined by combining neural signals throughout the visual stimulus. This raises the question of how these signals are integrated.
The brightness models of Reid and Shapley (1988) and Zaidi, Yoshimi, Flanigan, and Canova (1992) propose linear summation of neural signals, with the strength of influence decreasing as the distance from the target increases. Zaidi and his colleagues found that induction from a complex background is explained by a weighted sum of contrasts from different parts of a complex background. Their stimulus pattern was either a sinusoidal concentric ring pattern (Zaidi et al., 1992) or a radial pattern (Zaidi & Zipser, 1993) . With temporally modulated sinusoidal-patterned backgrounds of various spatial frequencies, they first showed that the amplitude of the test modulation that made the appearance of the test static (that is, the amplitude that nulled the induced change in brightness) decreased as the spatial frequency of the background was increased. Further, they showed that induction from two physically-combined inducing sine waves of different spatial frequency was equal to the sum of the induction from each sine wave presented alone. Experiments using the radial pattern further supported their proposal that achromatic induction from a patterned background could be explained by a weighted sum of contrast from each part of the background. No induction was observed with temporally modulated radial patterns irrespective of their spatial frequency. This result was consistent with a weighted sum of contrast because, with radial patterns, the influences of points the same distance away from the target cancel each other out when summed. Rudd and Arrington (2001) propose a more general neural integration model, couched in terms of neural filling-in: neural signals from each border diffuse spatially into a retinotopic visual representation of the stimulus. In their model, the log luminance ratios at edges determine the strength of the neural signal from each edge in a visual scene. Their experiments independently varied the luminance in the contiguous surround and in a non-contiguous region. The contiguous-surround luminance always was higher than the central test luminance, and the non-contiguous region was higher than the contiguous surround. They measured, therefore, only purely decremental stimuli from the noncontiguous region to the central test. They found that the brightness of the test decreased as the luminance of either the contiguous surround or the non-contiguous region increased. They also reported that the influence of the non-contiguous edge decreased as the luminance ratio between the contiguous surround and the test increased. This result was interpreted as Ôpartial blocking' of the signal from the non-contiguous edge by the edge between the contiguous surround and the test. In their model, blocking is implemented as a gain factor applied to the signal from the non-contiguous edge. In quantitative form
where gðC T Þ is the blocking gain that depends on testedge contrast C T (gðC T Þ decreasing with C T ). Shapley and Reid (1985) . The physical light level of the central disks and their contiguous annuli are the same on each side.
The brightness models described above that include summation of inducing effects from various parts of a visual scene implicitly assume a decreasing monotonic relation between the brightness of an object and the light level in the surround. Fig. 2 , however, shows a contradiction to this monotonic relation. Fig. 2b and c are composed of nine concentric rings: a test ring in the middle and four surrounding rings on each side of the test ring. The luminances of the surrounding rings are at two levels, one at the luminance of the uniform background in Fig. 2a and the other at the luminance of the uniform background in Fig. 2d . The test ring in Fig. 2b appears darker than the test ring in Fig. 2c , though they are physically identical. Assuming that the influence of edge contrast strictly declines with distance, as in most models above (though not in the blocking theory of Rudd & Arrington, 2001 ), this cannot be explained by summation of contrast, which requires that the appearance of the test ring in Fig. 2b be brighter than the appearance of the test in Fig. 2c . This study investigate these unexpected brightness shifts using patterns like Fig. 2b and c.
Methods

Apparatus
Achromatic stimuli were generated using a Macintosh G4 computer, and were presented on an accurately calibrated Sony color display (GDM-F520). The cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor had a 1360 · 1024 pixel display at a refresh rate of 75 Hz non-interlaced. The achromatic stimuli were approximately metameric to equal energy white with Judd (1951) chromaticity coordinates x ¼ 0:33, y ¼ 0:33. The red, green and blue guns of the color CRT were linearized using 10-bit lookup tables.
Stimuli
The stimuli were presented on the CRT in a dark room. The CRT simultaneously displayed the (left) comparison field and the (right) test field side-by-side, separated horizontally by a 2.3°dark region (Fig. 3) . The background of both the test and comparison fields was 4°in diameter. The width of both the test ring and the comparison ring was fixed at 8.6
0 . The left comparison background was uniform at a fixed luminance of 24 cd/m 2 in all experiments. This luminance of the comparison-field background was chosen so that the matching comparison-ring luminance always would be a decrement. Thus, the test ring and comparison rings were both decrements, which avoided matching a decrement to an increment. Such matches often are unsatisfactory (Heinemann, 1955) .
A concentric ring configuration was usually used for the test field. The test field was composed of nine concentric rings: one test ring and eight concentric inducing rings, four on either side of the test (Fig. 4) . The width of each concentric ring was the same as the width of the test ring (8.6 0 ). The spatial frequency of the test field was, therefore, 3.5 cpd. This circular stimulus configuration was used rather than a rectilinear grid to avoid the potentially confounding processes of mid-level vision resulting from T-junctions (Melfi & Schirillo, 2000; Zaidi, Spehar, & Shy, 1997) and corners (Kingdom & Moulden, 1989) .
Procedure
Observers participated in several practice sessions until they showed stable matching results. A chin rest was used to maintain a stable head position. In each session, between 6 and 12 conditions were run in a random order. When a condition began, the test field was presented on the right-side of the CRT and observers adapted to it for 2 min. The comparison field then appeared and observers made one match followed by 1 min of adaptation to the whole stimulus display. This trial match was excluded from data analysis. The average of five following matches for each condition was taken as one measurement for further data analysis. Each condition was repeated three times on different days.
The method of adjustment was used to set the luminance of the comparison ring to match the brightness of the test ring. Observers controlled the luminance of the comparison ring by pressing separate buttons on a game pad. Three buttons were used: one for increasing the comparison-ring luminance, another for decreasing luminance, and one for signaling a satisfactory match. The initial value of the comparison ring in each trial was randomized. Observers were free to view the stimuli during each trial (no steady fixation).
Observers
Three observers participated in the study. They had normal red-green color vision as tested with the Neitz anomaloscope. Author H.S.W. was knowledgeable about the experimental design and had prior experience making brightness matches. Observers B.S. and T.G. were na€ ı ıve observers. Consent forms were completed in accordance with the policy of the University of Chicago's Institutional Review Board.
Results
Induction from uniform backgrounds
Brightness induction from uniform backgrounds was measured initially as a baseline condition. The test background was uniform and varied in luminance from 18 to 24 cd/m 2 . The comparison background as always was uniform and fixed at 24 cd/m 2 . Note that the luminance of the test background always was higher than the fixed test-ring luminance (16 cd/m 2 ). Measurements from three observers are shown in Fig.  5 . The abscissa is the luminance of the uniform test background, and the ordinate is the observer's luminance setting of the comparison ring for a match to the brightness of the test ring. Standard errors of the mean, based on the average measurement from each of three different days, usually are smaller than the plotted symbols. The dashed line shows the luminance of the comparison ring that makes the luminance ratio between the comparison ring and its background the same as the luminance ratio between the test and its background (Wallach, 1948) .
When the surround of the test field was uniform, the brightness of the test ring decreased as the light level of the uniform surround increased. The measurements were close to the equal ratio rule for two of the observers (B.S. and T.G.), which shows their brightness matches were close to contrast matches.
3.2. Induction from contiguous rings (non-contiguous rings fixed at either 16 or 24 cd/m 2 )
Concentric-ring backgrounds (Fig. 4) were used to investigate how the light contiguous to the test affects the test's brightness. The comparison background was uniform and fixed at 24 cd/m 2 , as before. The test background was composed of nine concentric rings (see Section 2). The luminance of the test ring was fixed at 16 cd/m 2 . The first and third rings from the test were varied in luminance together from 18 to 24 cd/m 2 . These rings were labeled ''contiguous rings'' because two of them were adjacent to the test. The luminance of the second and the fourth rings from the test was fixed at either 16 or 24 cd/m 2 . These rings were labeled ''non-contiguous rings'' because none of them was adjacent to the test. Two different luminances of the non-contiguous rings were used to examine how brightness induction from the contiguous rings depends on the light level in noncontiguous regions.
Results from three observers are shown in Fig. 6 . Squares show matches with the luminance of the noncontiguous rings fixed at 16 cd/m 2 ; diamonds show matches with the non-contiguous rings at 24 cd/m 2 . The abscissa is the luminance of the contiguous rings. The ordinate and dash lines are as in Fig. 5 . Most error bars are smaller than the plotted symbols.
When the luminance of the non-contiguous rings was fixed at 16 cd/m 2 (Fig. 6, squares) , the brightness of the test ring decreased as the luminance of contiguous rings increased from 18 to 24 cd/m 2 . This result is consistent with contrast, and similar to what was found with uniform backgrounds. When the luminance of the noncontiguous rings was fixed at 24 cd/m 2 (Fig. 6 , diamonds), however, the change in the brightness of the test ring was not monotonic as the contiguous-ring luminance increased. The brightness of the test ring increased as the luminance of the contiguous rings was raised from 18 to 20 cd/m 2 , and then decreased as the luminance of the contiguous rings was further increased. The increase in brightness caused by increasing the luminance of the contiguous rings was found for all three observers. This finding implies that a simple weighted sum of contrasts cannot account for induction from these patterned backgrounds. Instead, some brightness shifts are consistent with assimilation from the contiguous surrounding light.
Induction from non-contiguous rings (contiguous rings fixed at 18 or 24 cd/m 2 )
Brightness induction from regions not contiguous with the test also was measured using the concentricring backgrounds. The luminances of the test and the contiguous rings were fixed at 16 and 24 cd/m 2 respectively. The luminance of the non-contiguous rings was varied from 18 to 24 cd/m 2 . Measurements from three observers are shown in Fig.  7 . Triangles show the matches with the fixed luminance in the contiguous rings at 24 cd/m 2 . The abscissa is the luminance of the non-contiguous rings. The ordinate and error bars are as in Fig. 5 . When the luminance of the contiguous rings was fixed at 24 cd/m 2 , the brightness of the test ring changed little with the luminance of the non-contiguous rings (triangles). Weak trends toward increasing or decreasing brightness of the test ring were not consistent across observers.
The squares-with-cross in Fig. 7 show matches with the luminance in the contiguous rings at 18 cd/m 2 (these values are replotted from the left most circle in each panel of Fig. 5 and the left most diamond in each panel of Fig. 6 ). When the luminance of the contiguous rings was fixed at 18 cd/m 2 , changing the luminance in the non-contiguous rings from 18 to 24 cd/m 2 (left and right square-with-cross, respectively) caused a sharp drop in the brightness of the test ring, for all three observers. This large shift caused by changing the luminance of non-contiguous rings is inconsistent with the idea that the brightness of an object is primarily determined by local edge contrast.
Discussions
Summary
The brightness induction found in this study cannot be explained by local contrast or by models positing a weighted sum of contrasts from lights throughout the scene, with weights strictly decreasing with the distance from the test (e.g. Eq.
(1), 0 < a < 1). First, varying the luminance in the non-contiguous regions caused shifts in the brightness of the test similar to those caused by varying the luminance in contiguous regions. Second, increasing the luminance of contiguous rings could cause the test's brightness to increase rather than decrease.
Weighted sum of contrast
Brightness models based on a weighted sum of contrasts commonly assume that the distance between the target and the inducing region is the main determinant of the weights (Reid & Shapley, 1988; Zaidi et al., 1992) . Valberg and Lange-Malecki (1990) showed that rearrangement of Mondrian patches in a background could alter the color appearance of the target patch, with greatest influence from contiguous patches. They proposed that spatial weighting of the surround was necessary to determine an averaged uniform inducing light equivalent to a complex Mondrian background. The analogous implication for brightness is that the target is most strongly affected by local contrast between the target and its contiguous surround. Reid and Shapley (1988) found that the relative strength of influence of their non-contiguous surround was about 60% of that from the contiguous surround, when the spatial separation of the edge from the target was between 5 0 and 11 0 (compare to 8.6 0 used here). The spatial frequency of the concentric-ring backgrounds used in experiments here was 3.5 cyc/deg. Varying the luminance of the non-contiguous rings, which were 8.6 0 or farther away from the test, could cause shifts in the brightness of the target as large or larger than caused by varying the contiguous-ring luminance (compare gray to white bars, Fig. 8 ). When the luminance of the contiguous surround was 24 cd/ m 2 , however, the luminance in the non-contiguous region did not appreciably affect the brightness of the test (Fig. 7) . These results show that the influence from the non-contiguous area depends critically on the level of light contiguous with the region judged in brightness.
Rudd and Arrington (2001) proposed a brightness model based on neural integration of contrast signals, which was fundamentally a weighted-sum-of-contrasts model. Their model postulated that the influence of neural signals declined as a function of the number and the log-luminance-ratio of borders along the path from an edge to the test field. Our measurements corroborate an important feature of their model: the influence of the signal from the non-contiguous edge depends on the logluminance-ratio at the contiguous edge. When the luminance of the contiguous rings was 24 cd/m 2 , varying the luminance of the non-contiguous rings from 18 to 24 cd/m 2 did not consistently affect the brightness of the test (Fig. 7, triangles) . The same change in non-contiguous light level but in the pure decrement case (contiguous ring at 18 cd/m 2 ) caused a large change in brightness (Fig. 8, white bars) . According to their model, the higher luminance ratio at the contiguous edge with the 24 cd/m 2 contiguous rings can reduce the influence from the non-contiguous edge. Their model, however, was derived only from measurements with luminance decrements: the non-contiguous region was at a higher luminance than the contiguous surround, and the contiguous surround was higher than the test. Our measurements show that a decremental contiguous edge also affects the influence of the signal from an incremental non-contiguous edge.
A simple linear summation model (Eq. (1)) cannot explain the non-monotonic change in the brightness of the test caused by increasing the luminance of the contiguous rings (Fig. 6 ). For example, Reid and Shapley's (1988) model has contrast from light contiguous with the test strictly reducing test brightness, which is contrary to our measurements. Rudd and Arrington (2001) , on the other hand, include a blocking factor which introduces a non-linearity in their brightness matching model. The model's non-linearity can accommodate a non-monotonic brightness change with increasing contiguous-ring luminance, as found here (see Appendix A).
Assimilation: a neural process?
Light from an adjacent region can spread into the test field because of imperfection of the optics of the human eye. This spread light can cause a brightness shift by changing the quantal absorption within the retinal area of the test. Spread light, therefore, might be a nonneural process mediating assimilation and thus the nonmonotonicity from the contiguous rings in Fig. 6 .
One property of spread light is that it increases linearly with the inducing-light level. In our experiments, assimilation was observed with increasing luminance of the contiguous rings when the luminance of the noncontiguous rings was 24 cd/m 2 but not when it was 16 cd/m 2 . This implies that assimilation cannot be fully explained by spread light because the amount of increase in spread light was the same irrespective of the light level in the non-contiguous rings. Further, if the non-contiguous rings also spread some light into the test area, the relative influence of spread from the contiguous rings would be weaker with the higher level (24 cd/ m 2 ) in the non-contiguous rings. The observed assimilation is contrary to this prediction.
Assimilation and contrast
Helson (1963) proposed that brightness induction can be understood as a continuum from assimilation to contrast with an interval in which neither assimilation nor contrast occurs. He argued that fine inducing lines result in summation causing assimilation, while coarse inducing lines result in inhibition causing contrast. The spatial frequency of the inducing pattern, however, was not the only determinant of the direction of induction. A transition from assimilation to contrast could be caused by varying the inducing light level without any change in spatial frequency of the stimulus. He suggested a mechanism that results in summation with low, and inhibition with high, differential levels of the test and contiguous surrounding lights. The measurements (Fig. 6 ) are consistent with this idea when the luminance of the non-contiguous rings was 24 cd/m 2 . The brightness of the test ring (fixed at 16 cd/m 2 ) increased until the luminance of the contiguous rings was 20 cd/m 2 , and then decreased as the luminance of the contiguous rings increased further. When the luminance of the non-contiguous rings was 16 cd/m 2 , however, the brightness of the test ring decreased monotonically as the luminance of the contiguous rings increased. These results indicate that a given local difference in light level can result in either contrast or assimilation, depending on light in more remote regions.
A center-surround receptive field has often been used to explain brightness induction because of its antagonistic spatial organization (Jameson & Hurvich, 1961; Kingdom & Moulden, 1989; Kingdom, McCourt, & Blakeslee, 1997; Moulden & Kingdom, 1990) . This receptive field configuration also may provide an explanation for induction from a patterned background. Hurvich and Jameson (1974) posited that assimilation could occur when contiguous surrounding light covered part of the central region of the receptive field. A centersurround receptive field, therefore, may provide a neural substrate for both brightness contrast and assimilation. Some of our observations are consistent with a centersurround receptive field. For example, assimilation was observed only when the luminance of the contiguous surround was varied. This model, however, cannot explain the non-monotonic change in brightness with increasing level of the contiguous light (Fig. 6) . Multi-scale receptive-field models, on the other hand, may provide an explanation for the observed nonmonotonic change in brightness by assigning weights to responses from two or more center-surround receptive fields of different size . Multiple filters at different spatial scales can provide an account of both assimilation and contrast.
In sum, brightness induction from a patterned background cannot be explained by local edge contrast or by a linear sum of contrasts within a scene. Both brightness contrast and brightness assimilation occur in specific stimulus conditions, depending on adjacent as well as more remote light in view. À log 2 C ab 2 b 1 ; ðA:2Þ so that
ðA:3Þ
As log M is a strictly increasing function of M, the comparison-ring matching luminance M increases (decreases) with the luminance of the contiguous rings C when the bracketed term in Eq. (A.3) is greater than (less than) zero. The conditions for the non-monotonic measurements in Fig. 6 
